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• “Artificial” intelligence: software with an ability to acquire and use knowledge

• Designed to solve problems rationally

• Predictive decision-making 

• Narrow or general

• AI applications we deal with each day = narrow 

• Now in all business areas: manufacturing, financial services, agriculture. digital 
economy, law (courts, practice of law, law enforcement), etc.

• AI needs a “brain”: algorithm

• Number of different types of algorithms: suited to task

• Designed to find and use patterns in data

• Various ways of teaching AI: 

• Among them: supervised, unsupervised learning 

Defining AI
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▪ Algorithms: series of ordered steps

• Algorithms = mathematical formulas 

▪ Steps: 

• Each step is defined (that’s what we call an “input”)
° Each input is “worth” a certain amount, or “weighted”

• Aiming towards a goal (that’s the “output”)

▪Like a recipe 
• Flour, salt, sugar, yeast, water, oil = inputs

• Amounts of each = weightings

• Certain steps go first, others follow (activate the yeast, add flour, allow to rise, 
punch down, rise again, bake)

• Output (goal) = bread

▪AI “recipe” would analyze all “bread” recipes in data set and 
determine best pattern (could train to look for recipe with best 
quality rating, or least amount of gluten, or most sugar, etc.)

What are “Algorithms”?
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• Output:  a first step

• Formulating the desired goal: what do we want the AI tool to DO?

• Design an algorithm directed at achieving that goal

• Inputs: 

• Elements included in algorithm 

• No golden tablet

• No master set of accepted principles 

• Can be:

•  Chosen by human, or

• Chosen by the software (pattern recognition)

• Weightings of inputs:

• No golden tablet with all the “correct” measurements

• Who decides:  machine or human? adjustments?

Algorithmic Inputs, Weightings and Output
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• Data is critical companion to AI algorithm 

• Information is the “world around AI”

• What it learns from 

• Knows nothing without data 

• Think of how human children learn: by interacting with the world and 
absorbing information

• AI uses data sets

• Big data

• No “master” data set 

• Human origin of data sets

• Labeled 

• Unlabeled 

• The data comes from somewhere

AI and Data
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• “Big data” = Volume of data 

• Structured  (into databases, usable formats, organized)

• Unstructured (myriad forms, disorganized)

• “Creatable” and “harvestable”

• Countless types

• Behavioral

• Digital usage: consumer access of digital world leaves footprints

• Financial 

• Visual / auditory 

• Medical 

• Advertising 

• Purchase / sale information 

• Accident / repair information

• Actuarial: birth / death

Big Data 
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Characteristics of Data    
▪ Unstructured bits and bytes 

▪ Non-rivalrous

• The same data can have different uses

• Yet often not fungible. Different types of data might be needed for different 
markets

▪ (Digital form data) Reproducible at very low marginal cost

▪ Types and sources vary: what do you collect?

▪What gives data value is its analysis
• Turning unstructured bits and bytes into information and derived 

° In order to turn it into actionable information, both descriptive as well as predictive.

▪ Limitations: 

• Data does not represent the true set of cases

• Its analysis offers correlations, not (generally) causality

• (Un)Predictability of some events



Data categories
▪ Separate data into different categories:

• Voluntarily supplied by the user 

• Observed by a third-party (automatically generated)

• Inferred

▪  These categories are not fixed, but are useful for competition 
purposes

•  For example, voluntary data more easily shared than observed or inferred data are

▪  Data privacy issues

▪How data impact competition must always consider the different possible 
uses: 

• Individual, non-anonymized data may be used, for example, for personalization; 

• Individual, anonymized data are useful for machine learning, etc.; 

• Aggregate data are useful for national statistics, market tendencies, etc.; and

• Contextual data (non-individual data like satellite, road network, or other types of 
data) can be important for certain tasks.



• Data sharing or exchange issues as much a competitive concern as 
non-digital information  

• With AI tools:

• Algorithms can be designed for passive exchange 

• Active exchange

• Intentional / unintentional 

• Issues with black box algorithms

• Competency issues

• Do you know what is being exchanged?

• Monitoring issues 

• Investigation issues 

 How Data Can Give Rise to Competition Issues 
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Competition Questions Can Arise at Any Stage
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Machine learning: what you can do



Machine learning: what you can do
Artificial intelligence: what you hope to do



Lots of startups

Source: Sand Hill Econometrics and VentureSource



Research



Tech companies are 
leading spenders on R&D.

● EU: autos and pharma
● Asia: telco
● US: online

Source: Bloomberg 

Research by companies



Tech companies 
are leading 
spenders on R&D.

Even more if you 
group GAFAM + 
other Tech

Source: Bloomberg

Research by companies



R&D share of revenue at Google has doubled since 2002

Source: 
Google/Alphabet 10ks

R&D in 2018 was 670 times as large as 
in 2002

R&D spend as a fraction of revenue 
has more than doubled since 2002.



High quality research



Top machine learning conferences



Source: Pitchbook-NVCA

Early stage startups AI & ML



Classrooms and self-study



Two themes for AI/ML: big data and big algorithms



Characteristics of data



Data Pyramid

Data

Information

Knowledge

Understanding

Collect

Organize

Study

Apply



Economics: types of goods

Rival Non-rival

Excludable Private Goods
Food, clothing, parking, 
book

Club Goods
Satellite TV, private park, data, 
information

Non-excludable Common Property
Fish stock, grazing land

Public Goods
Broadcast TV,  National 
defense, open source

● Multiple parties may “own” same data and information.



Transactions involving data 

● Non-rival: should be shared to maximize social welfare
● Excludable: but doesn’t have to be shared
● Business models

○ Licensed, not sold
○ Trade secret
○ Copyright
○ Permitted uses 
○ Bundle with complements
○ Value added services and products
○ Value subtracted services and products
○ Barter

● Need standardized contracts



Diminishing returns



Diminishing returns to data: Stanford dog dataset

● Of course, more data is 
better

● But there are diminishing 
returns, like any other factor 
of production

● Stanford dog breed images
○ 120 breeds of dogs
○ 20,580 images

● Goal: recognize breeds
● Accuracy goes up as data 

increases,  but at a 
decreasing rate Stanford Dog Dataset



Diminishing returns to data: Imagenet

● Imagenet challenge 
○ 14M labeled images
○ 1.2M images for training
○ 150,000 images for testing
○ 1000 object categories

● Essentially constant training 
size since 2010

● Dramatic improvement during 
this period due to hardware, 
algorithms, expertise … not data

Imagenet 2017Wikipedia



Error rate for Deep Learning follows power law

“Deep learning scaling is 
predictable, empirically”, Joel 
Hestness et al., Baidu 
Research, 2018.

Power law: error = an-b 

log(error) = log(a) - b log(n)

Source: Hestness [2018]



Alpha Zero and Adversarial Algorithms

DeepMind: taught two computers the rules of chess
Had them play against each other 
After 3 days, Alpha Zero was the best player in the word (human or AI)



Protein folding

“DeepMind’s AI 
makes gigantic leap 
in solving protein 
structures...it will 
change everything.”

                    Nature

Use laboratory data to train AI model, use model to predict outcomes.



Examples of 
Algorithmic
Collusion



”The algorithm 
made me do it 
judge.”



Example 1: Orbitz shows higher prices to Mac users

Orbitz did not show inexpensive hotels to Mac users.  Why?  Because Mac 
users did not click on them.   The algorithm learned this over time and stopped 
showing ads that got no clicks.

● Was this illegal?
● Should it be illegal?
● If this was illegal what would the remedy be?  

○ Require Orbitz to show ads to Mac users that they rarely click on?

Source: Time Magazine 2012 



Example 2: price matching

A and B produce identical product e.g., a book

● Case 1: Buyers move quickly

○ A cuts the book’s prices a little, consumers rush to buy it, B is forced 

to match the price cut

● Case 2: Sellers move quickly

○ A cuts its price, B quickly matches price cut, both sellers lose money

○ A learns not to cut its price

○ A raises its price, B quickly matches, its profits (may) go up

● Large literature with many variations (repeated games)

○ Magnitude of “punishment” 

○ Persistence of punishment



Example 3:  Meeting the competition

Sell at a high price but make a commitment to match competitor’s offer

● “Bring us the ad and we will meet or beat any online offer!”
● Reduces incentive for competitor to cut prices
● Only competes for serious customers
● Deputizes the buyer to find which competitor is cheating on cartel price

Is this behavior pro-competitive or anticompetitive?



Example 4: Playing fare

● Airlines
○ Northwest lowered price on night flights from Minneapolis to West coast
○ Continental cut all of its night flights from Minneapolis, but these cuts 

were scheduled to expire in 2 days.
○ Northwest cut its fares from Houston (Continental’s home) to West Coast

● Spectrum auctions
○ Two companies bidding on Lot 378 in Rochester, Minnesota
○ Bids were all in round numbers
○ Suddenly one company bid $313,378 and $62,378  on two other lots 
○ Signaled to rival they were serious about lot 378



Example 5: Tit-for-tat in repeated prisoner’s dilemma

● In prisoner’s dilemma, each player can cooperate and get a modest 
payment, or defect and get a large payment.  

● A game theorist ran a prisoner’s dilemma contest using computer 
programs and the winning strategy (by far) was tit-for-tat:   cooperate on 
the first round, then in each round do what the other player did last time.

● Then ran a contest where strategies were random, but the programs that 
did the best reproduced more.  After many rounds, the survivors were  
playing strategies that were very much like tit-for-tat.

● See Robert Axelrod [1984]:  “The Evolution of Cooperation”   



Example 5: NASDAQ odd eighth trading

● In 1995 shares on NASDAQ were priced in eighths
● Two academics analyzed the price data from NASDAQ and found that there 

were almost no cases where the prices were quoted in odd eighths
● This mean that the bid-ask spreads were almost always even eighths (aka 

“quarters” which increased the profit on the trade.
● There was no clear evidence for explicit collusion, but it appeared that traders 

shunned those who quoted even eighth prices
● Eventually NASDAQ settled and paid a $1.01 fine to the SEC, the largest fine 

mandated up that time



Recent literature
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● Artificial Intelligence, Algorithmic Pricing, and Collusion
● E Calvano, G Calzolari, V Denicolo… - American Economic …, 2020 - aeaweb.org
● Autonomous algorithmic collusion: Q-learning under sequential pricing
● E Calvano, G Calzolari, V Denicolo… -
● Algorithmic pricing what implications for competition policy?
● E Calvano, G Calzolari, V Denicolò… - Review of industrial …, 2019 - Springer

Law: 

● Ezrachi and Stucke
○ Virtual Competition 

● Michal Gal and co-authors
○ On algorithmic coordination and algorithms as facilitating devices:
○ On the ability of consumers  to use algorithms to limit competition problems raised by algorithms 

used by suppliers:
○ On the sharing of algorithms as an alternative remedy to sharing data:



The End


